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solfa notation composer software 11 is a powerful tool for writing
music notation. the program is designed to work with a wide range of
notation styles. the program provides a total of 15 different fonts and
fonts can be easily inserted into your score. additionally, the font
manager supports more than 2,000 additional fonts to be inserted
into your score. the program is equipped with a text editor with
extensive formatting capabilities. you can insert text directly into the
score, which allows you to use the editing functions without changing
the musical notation. also the standard notepad will work directly
within the notation editor. this is a convenient way to write your score
or insert text from your external text editor. solfa notation composer
software 11 includes a ruler for placing notes and staff and another
for creating custom symbols. with the note size indicator you can
choose between 3 different sizes for notes. the staff size indicator has
5 different sizes. solfa notation composer software 11 includes a
comprehensive audio library. with it you can import audio files from a
midi keyboard, a music minus piano keyboard or a sound card, and
you can insert notes into your score with midi playback. you can also
use audio files for text-to-sound conversion. solfa notation composer
software 11 has a sophisticated markup language, which allows you
to create custom symbols, insert symbols directly into the score and
save custom symbols. you can also access your own symbols and
insert them into the score. the program includes a comprehensive
notation system for music and a score editor. you can insert staff and
note types directly into your score. you can edit the time signature,
notes per measure, noteheads and alignment. in the score editor you
can insert lyrics and images and work with the music notation
elements and text for your score.
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